The Spellmans Strike Again: A Novel by Lisa Lutz

The Spellman Family Is A Hoot & This Novel Is A Romp Of A Read

The uproarious fourth and final installment in this New York Times bestselling, Edgar- and Macavity-nominated series about a kooky detective family.

My Personal Review:
I read the first Spellman book when it first came out and then kind of forgot about the series, but after reading this last book, I have went and ordered the second and third book because once I read this one, I remembered how much I loved the first one. There's not much of a mystery to them since Izzy mostly investigates small things and spends a good portion of her time investigating her own family. The whole family is like that. They can't stand secrets and when someone in the family acts out of the ordinary, they start checking on each others whereabouts. It is hilarious. The whole family provides a lot of comic relief. You don't even care if there is a murder or not or that this family of private investigators doesn't delve into the big stuff. I read it more to laugh at the family antics than anything. If you think Stephanie Plum's family is a hoot, then you will love the Spellman bunch.

Izzy's sister Rae locks her in an office building overnight in this one and Izzy has her arrested. Rae is put on probation and does community service for 15 hours a week in a gardening center which she absolutely detests. Izzy and her friend Henry go and watch the "show" of Rae working for entertainment. I hope they put this scene in the movie as it was hilarious.

This is the last of the series and I am going to miss it. There is a movie coming out about the Spellman's though and hopefully they will make it into a t.v. series after that. Oh, and the author was nice enough to make the ending oh so sweet!
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